
The Desired.



The Protection. The Technology. The Nature.
Unique multilayer caspule 

with internal oxygen barrier layer. 
For optimal water flow 

and coffee brewing.
100% compostable 

from renewable vegetable resources.



The extrusion - thermoforming technology is the optimal 
to make multilayer structures in terms of consistency, uniformity 
of the layers and relaiability. As each layer can have different 
chemical-phisical properties and different thicknesses, 
we can tune the functionality of our different products. 
In the GeaCalix® capsule, the outer layer is softer, adhering 
to the coffee machine to avoid water leaks - the intermediate layer 
is the oxygen barrier that preserve and protect all the organoleptic 
characteristics of the coffee - the inner layer is stiffer, 
to ensure a non-deformable capsule during brewing.

Multilayer technology.The Protection.
EXTERNAL LAYER 

Softer, avoids 
water leaking.

INTERMEDIATE LAYER
Oxygen barrier, to ensure 
coffee aroma 
and taste protection.

INNER LAYER
Higher Stiffness, 
Better Resistance.



Only the extrusion-thermoforming technology can guarantee 
a reliable and uniform barrier to oxygen:

• OTR 0,004 mg/pckg 24 h 
(T 23°C, RH 40%) 

Top protection of coffee and aromas is guaranteed 
by the intermediate layer, the oxygen barrier, perfectly distributed 
and controlled throughout the capsule body.

The PVOH layer.The Protection.
The Oxygen Barrier.

Microscope view 
of the Oxygen barrier layer.



Coffee Brewing is optimized, constant and reliable, thanks 
to a diffusion chamber with 8 equidistant holes: the entry of water 
will always be regulated, the flow through the coffee will always 
be uniform. 
 
The shape design and engineering of GeaCalix® avoid 
the formation of preferential channels, which would not allow 
a correct and complete extraction of all aromas.

8 Holes for uniform water flow 
 through the coffee.

Diffusion chamber.The Technology.



The presence of a pre-stretched flexible Bottom Lid allows 
the needles to easily pierce the capsule, favoring the entry 
of water into the diffusion chamber.

The puncturing force on a GeaCalix is lower than the one required 
for an Alluminium capsule.

Easy piercing of the Bottom Lid.

Pre-Stetched Bottom Lid.

The Technology.
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The Nature.
 

High-tech compostable biopolymer.
PLA

GeaCalix® is: 

• Made with crystalized PLA, food contact safe.
• Stable, without aging effect.
• Easily compostable.

Sustainability.

                    is a natural and technically advanced biopolymer. 
It derives from the refining of the sugar contained in corn, but also 
from sugar beet and sugar cane. It is stable over time, sustainable, 
safe and easily compostable in industrial composting plants.

PLA

Ok Compost Industrial
Our capsule is certified for industrial 
compostin according to en 13432.

Ok Biobased 4 Stars
GeaCalix® is 4 stars biobased certified, 
this means that derives from natural 
material for more than 80%.



Coffee is an excellent fertilizer that enriches the compost 
for a luxuriant growth of all the vegetables.
Soil is a fundamental CO2 sink, the more fertile it is, 
the more it absorbs CO2.

Responding to the principles of the circular Bioeconomy, 
GeaCalix® represents a practical, effective and sustainable way 
to return the coffee it contains to the soil, up to 80% of the total 
weight.

Sustainability.The Nature.
 

High-tech compostable biopolymer.
PLA

The Nature.



The Nature.

The brand new Natural Colors line is available 
in 6 delicate pastel colors, with a pleasant soft touch sensation. 

All the capsules are: 
OK Compost Industrial and OK Biobased da TUV Austria. 

Natural Colors.
Natural nuance, natural touch.
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